
PIMP THE KIT! 

Terms and Conditions

1. All entrees must be personally brewed by the entrant. If multiple    
 brewers created the entry then all brewers must be listed on the 
 entry form
2.  There is no limit on number of entries and there is NO entry fees
3.  All beers must be brewed with the Mangrove Jack’s Craft Series Pouch - 
 London Bitter as the base. Although you can swap out the M79 Burton Ale   
 yeast for another yeast if you wish.
4. Commercially brewed beer is not eligible for entry.
5. Two bottles of each entry are required for judging. The minimum size of   
 each entry is 500mL.
a) Liability for loss or damage is the sole responsibility of the entrant (so wrap  
 them up well, no one likes a soggy box full of broken glass and no beer).
b) Once sent the beer becomes the property of Mangrove Jacks and no 
 bottles will be returned (full or empty) whether entries are received late or   
 early.
6. Entries must be made emailed via the contact us page on the website by the  
 25th of October 2013. Let us know your name, phone number and email.
7. Each bottle entered must have an attached label identifying the beer as   
 specified on the entry form.
a) Bottles without the entry form properly filled out will be disqualified. 
b) Entry forms should be placed around the bottle with a rubber band 
 attached to each bottle.
12. The same beer cannot be entered more than once.
13. Failure to observe the competition guidelines may result of disqualification  
 of entry.
14.  By entering the Mangrove Jacks Pimp the Kit Challenge you allow 
 Mangrove Jacks to use all entry and result details for promotional and 
 marketing purposes including the right to use the name and images of the   
 winners in publicity material (only good photos though, no dodgy ones).
15. By entering the Mangrove Jacks Pimp the Kit challenge you allow 
 Mangrove Jacks to contact you about homebrew and beer related events in  
 the future (don’t worry only cool stuff).
16. Andrew Childs is not allowed to win any prizes… not that he would 
 anyway… why did we even hire that guy?
17. Mangrove Jacks reserves the right to refuse entries as they see fit for any   
 reason that is seen not to be in the home brew spirit. Play nice, brew hard   
 and have fun!

Cheers!


